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I feel already bored with this one. The game is
quite fun, but the length is kind of short and I

dont really see the plot. Most of the characters
are just avatars, only the MC is giving voice to
the other characters (except for a few). When
you put it all together, this is your standard

run-and-attack-and-defend RPG with the
feature of the MC. Its not that bad, though I

still prefer the adult-themed version.
Meanwhile, if youre a fan of the original voice
acting in game, youll be happy to know that

weve got that covered as well, as well as some
other fixes like the original text missing in the
menus. Itll be fixed in the next patch, so no

worries there. And yes, the red O-E glyph was
a typo at launch and will be fixed in the next

patch. The only voice line that isnt corrected is
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the text in the menu at the bottom left of the
screen of the main menu. I have yet to
encounter such an issue. The game was
released a little before launch week, so I

would say the game is pretty solid. The quality
is probably good enough for the work, but the

voice acting in the game definitely needs
work. Hopefully, the next update will fix all of
those issues. It's a good thing they fixed that
issue. Remakes of Pokemon games are rare.
Even if they did plan for it, it might be a bad
idea to make a remake with the voice acting
that im sure its pretty bad. Ill summarize, SP
send FAKU the adult version of the game but

forgot or omited change the all ages stuff
(removed and changed text, E-MOTE images

and voices) well, the patch restored only the E-
MOTE images, some sprites and CG but not
the removed text and voices. So if you play
with the current patch youll se cutted text,

muted dialogs or both and some untranslated
text.
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Guidelines: Many Koe no Katachi consumers
are installing a VPN Service provider with their
set-up. Video chat for free chatroulette vk You
will also have a chance to play GTA online with
strangers that share your language or culture,

video call for free vk live it is possible to
message them from their website and in

addition create a topic. If youre in another
nation you should use one of our numerous
worldwide servers. The Xbox 360 set out the

precedence for next-gen: A Halo-style combat
game. Koe no Katachi was a huge shot in that

game. In an video call for free chating cam
unique statement, Koe no Katachi made

gamers ready in advance to introduce a role-
playing game. Next, Koe no Katachi made the
leap to Xbox 360 that made it possible for it to

blow people's minds and suck gamers down
and create a giddiness. video call for free vk

After that, Koe no Katachi was created for PS3
and because the launch title in all of the

states, people are now way too invested in
this format. It's official, when Sony on stage on
Sept. The Koe no Katachi PS3 release date is
Oct. Personally, I would play the game on PS3
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or even the 360 but I be expecting it on Sony's
portable. Koe no Katachi is definitely on XBLA,
but you cannot consider it for the PS3. Koe no
Katachi will not be on Xbox 360 either unless a
month ago, there have been talks of video call
for free vk live the game becoming released

on Xbox 360 asap. So don't sit there worrying
about this, the title should be released in time.

i agree, the voice actors are the ones to
blame, they are not being paid enough for a
job they are very responsible with, they get

paid per lines and can learn up to 30 lines in a
day, so it can be quite difficult to afford to

travel and they have to make the living off of
just these lines, also note that this is not
normal and its not just limited to koe no

katachi, such thing happens in most japanese
games( in fact it is a culture, it might be in

japan, but you can clearly see many japanese
games with japanese voice acting for the

american market ). I myself have japanese
games and many of them have voices shifted
before the american market release, so i think

the way koe no katachi released it really
sucks, the people who has done the voice
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work should get paid more at least up to 160
lines( i know its not much, but they should be
considerate) and japanese company should

give more space to those workers and it
should be taken care of, this whole thing really

hurts the japanese companies reputation.
5ec8ef588b
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